Regal Press adds new services as
digital print becomes 50 percent
of its production output
Operating at the high end of the corporate market, Regal Press,
of Norwood, Massachusetts, has made major changes to its strategy
several times during its 45-year history to adapt to changing markets
and technologies. Today, personalized digital print is where the
company is seeing major growth – and not just on paper.
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Challenge

Solution

“When we saw the high-tech bubble burst in 2000, we decided
to go into a niche industry. That was also the year when we
first saw an HP Indigo digital press.”
William N. Duffey, president, The Regal Press, Inc.

“Our HP Indigo 10000 Digital Press has enabled us to do
work for our clients that we couldn’t do before. The larger
format enables us to produce pocket folders, full-size menus
and large brochures in cost-effective short runs, perfect color
and personalized.”

Result
“The Enhanced Productivity Mode is a tremendous benefit,
we use it about 60 percent of the time; we can run the press
33 percent faster for greater production and greater profits.”
Mike Seidman, vice president of operations, The Regal Press, Inc.

Mike Lane, executive vice president, The Regal Press, Inc.

Finding a niche with variable data print
and accurate color
“Protection of their corporate colors, their brands, their specifications,
is paramount for the companies we work with,” says William N. Duffey,
president, The Regal Press, Inc. “We started by working with a well-known
brewery brand here in Massachusetts. It wanted engraved products, and
without a PANTONE® reference for engraving, the color matching was a
challenge. We achieved it, and that led to work from other leading
Massachusetts companies, especially in high tech.”
The bursting of the dot-com bubble made Regal Press realize the need
to diversify and expand its customer base.
“We went to Detroit and won one of the ‘big three’ motor companies; we
went to New York and picked up business from many of the large banks;
and we identified insurance companies and agents as sectors to target,”
Duffey continues. “We also felt that hospitality companies had similar
print, color and identity requirements.”
Around that time, Regal Press began to discover digital printing.
“When we saw the variable data capabilities of the first HP Indigo press
it was something we had not seen before,” explains Duffey. “I had
experienced personalized print at a hotel in Amsterdam, everything
had my name on it: napkins, stationery, playing cards, even the
drinks-stirrers, and it had impact. I knew people would like it and
demand it in higher-end hotels and services.
“With our Fortune 200 client base and a strong need for differentiation,
we believed that specializing in personalized products was just what the
doctor ordered.”
Get connected.
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Creating the personalized world

A variable and versatile digital offering

With the launch of the HP Indigo 3050, Regal Press felt that
the throughput was at a level where it could support its customers’
requirements. It soon moved to the HP Indigo 5500, and then
to HP Indigo 7000, 7600 and 7800 Digital Presses.

“Our products are now printed on PVC, plastics, synthetics, pressuresensitive materials and magnets,” says Seidman. “HP ElectroInk White
and the raised print feature enable distinctive products to be printed
quickly. For many of our customers, the contracted turnaround time
is 48 hours, but a lot is dispatched within 24 hours.”

“Digital just skyrocketed,” Duffey explains. “In 2014, we installed the
HP Indigo 10000 Digital Press, which we have found delivers a dot
characteristic that matches our 40in offset equipment and presses.
It’s the right equipment for our applications, and for variable data
copy, it is the best.”
Regal Press also made major investments in job management
and web-to-print software as part of its digital transformation. Its
proprietary Direct Image Digital production environment facilitates
web-based ordering and integrates with ProcureLink® for automated
sourcing, tracking, manufacturing, billing and fulfilment.
“We have the HP SmartStream Production Pro running parallel with our
digital front end,” explains Mike Seidman, vice president operations,
The Regal Press Inc. “It’s tremendous software and allows us to take
new and existing work and customize it any way we need to: color, text
enhancements, and variable data. It’s given us the ability to change pieces
very quickly and make distinctive products for our customers.”
“With our digital capabilities, we’re able to provide unique new solutions to
our customers,” Duffey says. “We’re giving them variable data on demand
in multiple markets, and we’re able to transport files not just for printing in
the US but also to strategic partners in Canada and the UK.”

Regal Press operates one of the largest fleets of HP Indigo presses on
the US East Coast. Printing for 150,000 insurance agents and brokers
from 20 companies; for multiple major banking groups, and for hospitality
corporations handling print products for over 800,000 hotel rooms, the
scale of Regal Press’s work and supporting logistics is difficult to imagine.
“Our products today do more than make our customers look good; they
help them to make money,” says Duffey. “For example, fluctuations in
food prices can be reflected on menus quickly. Not only on menus, but
more personally on hotel room door hangers. We’re helping our
customers enhance their guests’ experiences and add value at every level.
“We’re using our HP Indigo 10000 Digital Press for runs of 50,000,
100,000 and even half a million pieces, and we think the digital future
is just starting,” he says. “We’re hoping to move into packaging and
have already started to produce boutique packaging for high-end box
companies and for retail use.
“What we’d like to be is the front-runner in everything personalized,”
Duffey concludes. “Digital printing makes that possible, and it is fast
becoming a customer expectation: the world is becoming personalized.”
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